Selecting appropriate designs and comparison conditions in repetition paradigms.
The studies described by Vogels (this issue) demonstrate the complexity of repetition effects in the visual processing stream. In addition to signal suppression, findings of inherited effects from earlier processing, and discrepancies between the stimulus selectivity of cells before and after repetition, have informed the inferences that can be drawn from measures over larger scales such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) or electroencephalography (EEG). This work also demonstrates that integration of evidence across recording methods is vital for understanding repetition effects in the brain. It is however difficult to integrate evidence across different recording methods and repetition paradigms. At the crux of this difficulty is the selection of comparison or unrepeated stimulus conditions within paradigms, which influence the observed strength, selectivity and even direction of repetition effects. This viewpoint highlights prevalent methodological issues with regard to repeated-unrepeated stimulus comparisons: inherited adaptation, stimulus specific expectations, concurrent memory retrieval, stimulus novelty and familiarity, attention, and changes in neuronal selectivity with repetition. The extent to which current conflicting and uncertain findings are due to selection of unrepeated stimulus conditions is unknown, but needs to be addressed to develop models of repetition spanning recording methods and repetition paradigms.